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ABSTRACT As the demand for large-scale video analysis increases, video retrieval research is also becom-
ingmore active. In 2014, ISO/IECMPEGbegan standardizing compact descriptors for video analysis, known
as CDVA, and it is now adopted as a standard. However, the standardized CDVA is not easily compared to
other methods because the MPEG-CDVA dataset used for performance verification is not disclosed, despite
the fact that follow-up studies are underway with multiple versions of the CDVA experimental model.
In addition, analyses of modules constituting the CDVA framework are insufficient in previous studies.
Therefore, we conduct self-evaluations of CDVA to analyze the impact of each module on the retrieval task.
Furthermore, to overcome the obstacles identified through these self-evaluations, we suggest temporal nested
invariance pooling, abbreviated as TNIP, which implies temporal robustness realized by improving nested
invariance pooling, abbreviated as NIP, one of the features in CDVA. Finally, benchmarks of the existing
CDVA and the proposed approach are provided on several public datasets. Through this, we show that the
CDVA framework is capable of boosting the retrieval performance if utilizing the proposed approach.

INDEX TERMS Content based retrieval, information representation, MPEG standards.

I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for large-scale video analysis has increased
in recent years, and significant research and improvements
have been accomplished, particularly in the area of action
recognition as part of the video classification problem. These
advancements have resulted in an increasing number of
classes of trimmed video-based datasets, as well as some
untrimmed video-based datasets. However, this tendency
causes different interpretations or ambiguities across classes,
making it difficult to discern between videos. Accordingly,
this has led to an increased need for content-based video
retrieval (CBVR) [1] research that does not define classes
for specific actions or situations but rather identifies relevant
videos.

CBVR uses text sources, audio sources, and visual sources
as query types, and many approaches focusing on CBVR
are being developed. Among them, video-to-video retrieval
(hereinafter referred to as video retrieval) utilizing visual
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sources is broadening its research scope from near-duplicate
video retrieval (NDVR) [2] to fine-grained incident video
retrieval (FIVR) [3], requiring more strengthened represen-
tations to distinguish between more complicated scenes.

To this end, the moving picture experts group (MPEG) has
performed large-scale video analysis through standardization
of compact descriptors for video analysis (CDVA) [4], and
this approach has been effective for video retrieval through
several versions of the CDVA experimental model (CXM).
However, the MPEG-CDVA dataset [4] used to measure
the performance of CXM is not publicly available, mak-
ing comparisons with other methods difficult. Furthermore,
because there has been a lack of analysis of how each module
constituting the CDVA framework affects video retrieval,
the advancement of subsequent studies utilizing it has been
slowed. There is also a technological limitation in that tem-
poral contexts cannot be encoded because the video retrieval
task is cast with a keyframe-based image retrieval task.

In this paper, to make headway with this standardized
method, we analyze the impact on the video retrieval task
with self-evaluations. We address two modules within the
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framework that are directly involved in video retrieval, as well
as details that have not been compared before. We then pro-
pose temporal nested invariance pooling (TNIP) to alleviate
the temporal context restraint. Inspired by nested invariance
pooling (NIP) [5], designed to acquire invariance to several
image-based transformations, TNIP is designed to boost dis-
tinctiveness via temporal cues.

Furthermore, we present the previously unseen com-
parisons between the CDVA framework and other state-
of-the-art methods on released video retrieval datasets.
Also, by comparing the performance changes that occur
when replacing NIP with TNIP in the CDVA framework,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of utilizing temporal cues
via the proposed method.

Our contributions are threefold as summarized below:
1) We self-evaluate the standardized CDVA, which

demonstrates how each module affects the video
retrieval task.

2) We propose a TNIP, which is enabled to be strength-
ened via temporal cues by replacing NIP in the CDVA
framework.

3) We benchmark the CDVA framework against other
state-of-the-art methods on published video datasets,
proving the efficacy of the proposed TNIP.

II. RELATED WORKS
Video-to-video retrieval (abbreviated as video retrieval),
referring to the content-based video retrieval using only
visual sources, aims to search for the most relevant video
for given a query video from database videos. Video retrieval
methods are roughly divided into two categories depending
on features used to measure the degree of similarity between
videos. These can be frame-level features and video-level
features.

A. FRAME-LEVEL FEATURES
These methods generally extract frame-level features using a
pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) as the back-
bone network [6]–[10], retrieving videos containing related
frames by approximate nearest neighbor retrieval. The main
concept of frame-level feature-based video retrieval is to
aggregate frame-level similarities into video-level similar-
ity. Temporal hough voting [11], [12] searches for temporal
alignments, making use of the relative timestamp between
matched frames to determine video level similarity outcomes.
The graph-based temporal network (TN) detects the longest
shared path, which indicates the location of the copy, in the
similarity matrix between the query and the reference video.
Another approach is to use dynamic programming (DP) [13]
which is applied to extract the largest matched diagonal block
from the frame-to-frame similarity matrix and tolerate lim-
ited horizontal and vertical movements for flexibility. Video
similarity learning (ViSiL) [14] introduces an architecture
that considers fine-grained spatio-temporal relations between
pairs of videos. These relations are trained by accumulat-
ing the refined frame-to-frame similarity obtained from the

CNN subnet and then calculating the video-to-video sim-
ilarity. These frame-level feature-based methods use more
information than video-level feature-based methods, lead-
ing to relatively high retrieval performance. However, these
frame-level feature-based methods commonly disregard the
redundancy between successive frames, meaning a higher
computation cost, resulting in low retrieval efficiency.

B. VIDEO-LEVEL FEATURES
Thesemethods encode videos at the video level and search for
the neighbors nearest the query video in the feature embed-
ding space. To this end, video-level feature-based methods
extract one vector for each video and use dot product or
the Euclidean distance to compute the degree of similarity
between videos. ER3, the abbreviation for event retrieval,
recognition, and recounting, [15] developed a unified frame-
work using the video imprint for the entire video based
on a feature alignment procedure that exploits the tempo-
ral correlations and removes feature redundancies across
frames. Deep metric learning (DML) [16] trains a net-
work using a triplet loss scheme to learn embeddings that
minimize the distance between related videos while also
maximizing it between irrelevant videos. Temporal context
aggregation (TCA) [17] adopts the transformer [18], [19]
encoder to improve the representation embedding feature
in video retrieval with contrastive learning. Because the
video is represented as a single vector, video-level feature-
based video retrieval has lower computational complex-
ity than frame-level feature-based methods However, these
video-level feature-based methods mostly perform worse
than frame-level feature-based methods, mainly due to the
fact that a single vector cannot readily capture the entire
spatio-temporal structure in a video sufficiently.

The standardized CDVA in this paper is a type of frame-
level feature-based method. The section that follows explains
how the CDVA framework works.

III. PRELIMINARY: WHAT IS CDVA?
Compact descriptors for video analysis (CDVA), standard-
ized with compact video descriptors, has advanced through
several moving picture experts group (MPEG) meetings.
Throughout several meetings, the CDVA framework evolved
with the CDVA experimental model (CXM) which aims to
verify video retrieval performance. We focus on the lat-
est CXM version, which is version 6.5 [4]. The CDVA
framework can be divided into four modules, as shown
in Fig. 1. First, keyframes are selected from an input video
(section III-A). Second, features are extracted in units of
selected keyframes (section III-B). Third, the features are
encoded by adding standardized bitstreams in units of seg-
ments (section III-C). Finally, the similarity between two
given videos is calculated (section III-D). The entire frame-
work is separated into three operating points 16KBps,
64KBps, and 256KBps, depending on how dense frames are.
In addition, all parameters mentioned below according to the
operating points used can be found in Table 1.
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the CDVA framework for video retrieval. A video as a query is provided to three processes of the CDVA
framework for encoding. The encoded file is transmitted to measure the similarity to the database.

TABLE 1. Parameters details according to the operation points used in
the CDVA framework.

A. TEMPORAL SUBSAMPLING
The process of selecting keyframes from an input video is
addressed first. Existing methods that use frame-level fea-
tures employ uniform sampling to decrease the cost incurred
when all frames are used. However, even if there are redun-
dant scenes in the video, the benefit in this case is modest
in terms of the cost, as the process causes the frames to be
selected repeatedly. For this reason, the CDVA framework
determines incidences of duplication through a color his-
togram and selects unique frames called keyframes. In more
detail, keyframe selection begins with uniform sampling.
First, frames from the input video are selected uniformly at
stepI intervals. Thereafter, only frames with a difference from
the color histogram of the previous frame greater than kfTh
are selected as keyframes. This allows for dynamic sampling
based on the variance of the scene in the video.

B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Next, the process of extracting frame-level features in units
of selected keyframes is described. For each keyframe, three
image-based features in total are extracted, in this case a
handcrafted local and global feature, and a deep feature
based on deep learning. Specifically, with regard to the hand-
crafted features, compressed SIFT [20], used as the local
feature, is applied with low complexity transform coding
according to the standardization of compact descriptors for
visual search (CDVS) [21]. A scalable compressed fisher
vector (SCFV) [22] generated by aggregating local features
is utilized as the global feature. Moreover, nested invariance

pooling (NIP) [5] serves as the deep feature to provide invari-
ance to the representation of the backbone network. At this
time, if the successive pooling operations of NIP are con-
figured differently, it is an example of hybrid nested invari-
ance pooling (HNIP) [23]. Given that the two approaches
have nearly identical structures, hereinafter we refer to HNIP
as NIP. After all of the extraction processes, SCFV and
NIP are used during the process of measuring the similarity
between videos.

C. TEMPORAL SEGMENT ENCODING
After extracting features from all keyframes in one video,
the next step is the process of encoding by attaching features
to standardized bitstreams. Before doing this, keyframes are
grouped into temporal segments according to two criteria, and
features belonging to each segment are encoded. In detail,
the first segment is initialized to the first keyframe on the
time axis of the video, after which subsequent keyframes are
grouped into the same segment, when the difference in the
color histogram relative to the previous keyframe is less than
or equal to segTh. Also, even if this is not the case, it is
grouped into the same segment where the SCFV similarity
to the corresponding keyframe exceeds verTh. If neither of
these is the case, a new segment is created and the remaining
keyframes are repeatedly assigned under the two conditions
above. Subsequently, to encode in units of segments, the
sum of the SCFV similarities is calculated for all other
frames belonging to the same segment. The keyframe with
the largest sum is selected as a representative keyframe in
the segment, and the encoding order of the remaining frames
is sorted in the order of that sum. In this order, SCFV and
NIP are encoded through adaptive binary arithmetical coding
(ABAC) [24], which uses feature differences between the
representative frame and the others. On the other hand, the
order closest to the representative frame in time is used for
encoding the handcrafted local features, and ABAC is also
conducted in the same way. All encoded features are added
as blocks to the CDVA bitstreams and are decoded when used
to run computations between two given videos.
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of TNIP. (a) the process of creating a clip set by transforming a clip for each keyframe, and (b) the process of
generating a TNIP feature using this clip set.

D. SIMILARITY CALCULATION
Here, we describe the process of comparing the similarity
with videos in the database after sending the encoded query
video to the server from the previous processes. As shown
in Eq. 1, the video-level similarity V between two videos
X and Y is determined by the maximum value of the fused
frame-level similarity K̂ between xk and yk , which are the
keyframes of the two videos X and Y , respectively. The
similarity K̂ is computed as the weighted sum between the
NIP similarity Kc and the SCFV similarity Kh, with alpha set
to 0.75. In this way, when a query video is given, a one-to-
N manner is used to rank similarities with all videos in the
database.

K̂ (xk , yk ) = α · Kc + (1− α) · Kh,

V (X ,Y ) = max
xk∈X ,yk∈Y

K̂ (xk , yk ) (1)

Optionally, after calculating the similarity between the query
and the database, re-ranking can be conducted using the
handcrafted local feature. This is performed between the cor-
responding keyframeswith the goal of geometric verification.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In the upcoming section VI-A, which deals with self-
evaluations, it is discovered that the compact descriptors
for the video analysis (CDVA) framework achieve retrieval
efficiency through histogram-based keyframe selection.
However, the two features used for the similarity comparison
commonly tend to worsen as the relevance to be found
becomes more complex. In particular, because nested invari-
ance pooling (NIP) is designed according to frame-level
transformation, it has less distinctiveness compared to the
scalable compressed fisher vector (SCFV), which suitably
finds the same scene by aggregating local features.
To compensate for this shortcoming, we redesign the NIP

into temporal nested invariance pooling, a.k.a. TNIP. It is
strengthened by temporal cues to enhance complementarity
with SCFV. Details are covered below.

A. CLIP-LEVEL FEATURE REPRESENTATION
The SCFV is designed to reflect visual detail well from
local features, as demonstrated later in section VI-A. How-
ever, the NIP leads to poor performance because it works
differently. As a solution to this, we are inspired by the fact
that NIP shows slight complementarity with SCFV, as indi-
cated in section VI-A. Thus, we redesign this so that NIP
supports SCFV with a strong expression of the context. The
first modification in this case is to convert the manner of
extracting frame-level features from every keyframe into clip-
level features. For clarification with regard to dynamic video,
the scene flow between the front and rear frames is more
critical than the information in one scene. For example, the
hidden part when viewed simply through one frame can be
grasped by reference to the front and rear scenes. In this way,
we attempt to increase the clarity of the context information
by utilizing temporal cues that have not been applied in the
existing CDVA framework.

The given video X is defined as, X = {xi}i=1. In this
formula, i denotes the index of the frame in X . There-
after, the selected keyframes are expressed as xkj during
histogram-based selection of the CDVA framework. Here,
kj denotes the index of the j-th keyframe from X . The existing
NIP, described as a frame-level process, embeds xkj using a
backbone network 82 composed of 2D convolution. On the
other hand, the method of changing NIP to a clip-level
feature is as follows. The input clip of the j-th keyframe
cj =

{
xkj− t×I

2
, · · · , xkj , · · · , xkj+ t×I

2

}
is set by specifying

a window t × I with t frames and an interval of I around
every keyframe, embedding it with a backbone network 83
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composed of 3D convolution. It is simple, but it is the most
intuitive way to use temporal cues.

B. TEMPORAL NESTED INVARIANCE POOLING
In one video, a frameset (or also known as a clip) that appears
in a certain scene has a local context-invariant property.
This means that even if the frameset is tangled in time, the
represented content should be inferred equally. It is because
dynamic changes of objects are considered more important
than the corresponding dynamic direction for understanding
the content, assuming that the content in a scene is continu-
ously photographed with one camera. For example, for a clip
that shows ‘‘running’’ even in reverse order, it can be inferred
as of the same topic sufficiently due to the dynamic changes
in runners. Moreover, when there is a clip that demonstrates
‘‘playing the violin’’ even in a tangled order, it can be judged
as the same content owing to dynamic changes in the gestures
of those playing the violin. With this intuition, we propose
temporal nested invariance pooling, a.k.a. TNIP. With the
aim of invariance to the local context, TNIP strengthens the
sequential connection of temporal cues by the spatial and
temporal transformation from the clip-level feature. More-
over, the clip-level feature to which TNIP is applied implies
a scene taken with one camera, as the clip is generated on the
keyframe extracted via the histogram-based selection of the
CDVA framework.

In detail, the clip of the j-th keyframe cj is transformed
before embedding it into the backbone network 83. The
transformations consist of spatial and temporal transform
processes. With regard to spatial transformation, the frame
rotatesN times by every θ◦ angle, similar to what was applied
to NIP. All frames in cj are converted to the same angle at

once, creating clip setC ′j =
{
c′j(1), · · · , c

′

j(N )

}
consisting ofN

spatially transformed clips c′j. For temporal transformation,
the frame order in cj is split into M divisions and then inter-

twined sequentially, creating clip setC ′′j =
{
c′′j(1), · · · , c

′′

j(M )

}
consisting of M temporally transformed clips c′′j , as given in
Fig. 2-(a). After this process, N + M transformed clip sets
Cj =

{
C ′j ,C

′′
j

}
in total are obtained for clip cj. Thereafter,

each clip of the transformed clip set Cj is embedded through

83 as the input to extract feature map set Fj =
{
F ′j ,F

′′
j

}
;

here, F ′j and F
′′
j denote feature sets comprised by feature map

f ′j and f
′′
j ∈ RH×W×C×T from C ′j and C

′′
j respectively. Each

extracted feature map f ′j , f
′′
j has a temporal axis of RT and

a spatial axis of RH×W in the form of a four-dimensional
tensor. To vectorize by applying a spatio-temporal pooling
operation to these feature maps, 3D region square-root pool-
ing is conducted on f ′j and f ′′j , which is motivated by the
improved performance demonstrated in a previous study [23]
when 2D region square-root pooling was applied to a feature
map in the form of a three-dimensional tensor. This broadens
the receptive field of both the temporal and spatial axes. To be
more specific, a featuremap of sizeRHs×Ws×C×Ts is obtained,
resulting from the square-root pooling operation with one

stride for each size of a three-dimensional region. At this
time, there are S types of regions, withHs,Ws referring to the
spatial resolution of the output derived from each area and
Ts referring to the corresponding temporal resolution. Sub-
sequently, feature map of size RHs×Ws×C×Ts is stretched to
generateHs×Ws×Ts vectors of sizeRC . In the existing NIP,
a total of S ×Hs×Ws× Ts vectors of size RC acquired from
different types of regions are averaged, resulting in one vector
of size RC . However, the larger the region size is, the smaller
the output size becomes, with proportionally fewer vectors of
size RC . For this reason, the contribution to each scale is not
the same,meaning that the process is not sufficiently invariant
to the scale. To make it more invariant to the scale, we create
one vector of size RC by employing max pooling for each
of the Hs × Ws × Ts vectors of size RC obtained for each
region; S vectors of size RC for all regions are then averaged
for the same contribution, resulting in one vector of size RC .
The spatio-temporal pooling operations described above are
performed on the feature set Fj to calculate the N and M
vectors, respectively. To ensure the strength of each transfor-
mation, max pooling is utilized between vectors derived by
each transformation, resulting in two vectors. Finally, these
vectors are normalized and concatenated to generate a TNIP
feature. The TNIP feature yielded through this procedure
replaces the NIP for each keyframe in the CDVA framework.

V. EVALUATION SETUP
A. DATASETS
1) FIVR-5K
The goal of this dataset is to address the fine-grained video
retrieval, a.k.a. FIVR, problem. It is a subset configured
by selecting the 50 most difficult queries from the previ-
ously proposed FIVR-200K dataset, consisting of a total
of 4,999 videos and 50 queries with associations between
videos. It includes three retrieval tasks: duplicate scene
video retrieval (DSVR), complementary scene video retrieval
(CSVR), and incident scene video retrieval (ISVR). The
DSVR task is similar to near-duplicated video retrieval with
regard to the search for videos that include nearly visually
identical incidents taken in the same time zone. Regarding
the CSVR task, the purpose is to search for videos taken at
different times in the same place, and this is more difficult
than DSVR due to scene changes according to time changes.
The ISVR task is more challenging than the previous two
tasks because the goal in this case is to search for videos
taken at different places and times, but of the same incident.
Given these variations of relevance, this dataset is used for
self-evaluation as well as for benchmarking.

2) CC_WEB_VIDEO
This dataset was released to solve the near-duplicated video
retrieval, a.k.a. NDVR, problem. Specifically, it aims to find
a video including frames that are geometrically transformed
from or visually associated with frames of a particular
query video. It contains 24 query sets with 13,129 videos,
and four-way evaluations are mainly performed.
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TABLE 2. Self-evaluation: Sampling. Comparison of retrieval efficiency
between the histogram-based sampling of CDVA and uniform-based
sampling, a general approach, in FIVR-5K.

When calculating the average precision for each query, it is
divided into two cases depending on whether only the video
included in each query set or the entire video is used. Also,
it is divided into two cases depending on whether the existing
or ‘‘cleaned’’ annotation is used. Four evaluations are con-
ducted by combining these conditions.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The temporal nested invariance pooling (TNIP) feature is
extracted on each keyframe in the video, with t = 16 frames
and an interval of I = 2. The backbone network 83 for clip
feature extraction is used as R3D and R(2 + 1)D [8], which
are pretrained on the Kinetics-400 dataset. Between them,
R(2 + 1)D is set as 83 for the benchmark. N = 4 clips
are converted through 90◦ degree rotation each via spatial
transformation, and M = 4 entangled clips are converted
via temporal transformation. The regions used in 3D region
square-root pooling are (3, 3, 2), (5, 5, 2), and (7, 7, 2) with
a total of S = 3; the preceding two indices in the tuple
are the size of the spatial axis, and the last index is the
size of the temporal axis. All experiments are conducted on
NVIDIA V100 GPUs.

VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we demonstrate a self-evaluation of mod-
ules related to retrieval in the compact descriptors for
video analysis (CDVA) framework, after which we con-
duct benchmarks of the CDVA framework on the publicly
released video datasets FIVR-5K and CC_WEB_VIDEO,
which remains unaccomplished up to this point. Furthermore,
the nested invariance pooling (NIP) of the CDVA framework
is replaced with the proposed temporal nested invariance
pooling (TNIP), and the efficacy outcomes between them
are compared. Finally, the effectiveness is examined through
ablation studies of TNIP.

A. SELF-EVALUATION ON THE CDVA
We describe self-evaluations of two modules that directly
affect video retrieval in the CDVA framework scheme.
Self-evaluations of this standard are essential for various
subsequent CDVA studies. However, these self-evaluations
were covered insufficiently in a series of previous papers
dealing with CDVA. Prior to these self-evaluations, content

TABLE 3. Self-evaluation: Representation. Comparison of
representations between handcrafted global feature and
deep feature of CDVA in FIVR-5K.

based video retrieval (CBVR) addressed mainly performance
issues without post-processing after ranking video similarity
levels; hence, all experiments are assumed to omit re-ranking.

1) SELF-EVALUATION 1: FRAME SAMPLING
In the methods that use frame-level features, the quality of
video similarity varies depending on how frames are selected.
For this reason, we analyze how the histogram-based sam-
pling included in the CDVA framework affects the video
similarity. First, uniform sampling is chosen as a compari-
son target to determine whether histogram-based sampling is
superior. At this time, the sampling interval is set to be iden-
tical to stepI according to operating points in Table 1. Under
these conditions, the retrieval performance and compression
ratio are verified. The former is judged to be themean average
precision (mAP), and the latter is judged to be a reduced
memory ratio compared to the average memory of the query
video. According to results such as those in Table 2, when
comparing the highest performance for each task in terms
of retrieval, uniform sampling performs better on average by
roughly 0.018. However, in terms of the compression ratio,
uniform sampling is compressible up to about 2359.8 times,
while histogram-based sampling shows a higher compression
rate of up to 5561.3 times. Therefore, histogram-based sam-
pling as included in the current CDVA framework is shown
to be a strategy for increasing the efficiency in the trade-off
relationship between retrieval capability and the compression
ratio.

2) SELF-EVALUATION 2: FEATURE REPRESENTATION
In the CDVA framework, two features are employed to
determine the degree of video similarity: handcrafted global
feature SCFV, an abbreviation for the scalable compressed
fisher vector, and deep feature NIP. Specifically, the two
features take the form of a late fusion approach in which
each instance of similarity is measured and then mixed. This
procedure, however, makes it difficult to determine which
feature influences the retrieval performance. We explain this
retrieval contribution through the self-evaluation results for
each feature. First, as shown in Table 3, we discuss the overall
representation abilities. In all cases on FIVR-5K, NIP is less
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TABLE 4. Benchmarking on CC_WEB_VIDEO and FIVR-5K. Video retrieval benchmarking on CC_WEB_VIDEO and FIVR-5K results through a mAP
comparison between the proposed method and other state-of-the-arts methods. SCFV+NIP and SCFV+TNIP refer to the existing and proposed
CDVA framework, respectively, and the subscript below them in the table refers to the operating point. In the CC_WEB_VIDEO evaluation,
(*) denotes evaluation on the entire dataset and subscript c indicates that the cleaned version of the annotations was used. The rotated
video and frame correspondingly indicate that those regions are video-level and frame-level feature-based methods.

distinctive than SCFV. This implies that the transformation
of the image-level included in NIP is ambiguous compared
to the detailed feature description of the local area included
in SCFV, resulting in insufficient discrimination. For this rea-
son, it shows that the performance is comparably lower when
the two features are used concurrently compared to when only
SCFV is used. Second, when each of the two features are
used, the representation ability according to the task change
is tested. As the complexity of the task grows, each of the two
features shows performance drops, notably SCFV. This indi-
cates that there is a limit to distinguishing scenes of complex
occurrences with only two features are describing at the frame
level, and this limitation is more pronounced in SCFV, which
focuses on a narrower area within the frame and does not
provide contextual information between the frames. Third,
when the two features are used at the same time, the rep-
resentation ability according to the task change is assessed.
As previously analyzed, the performance falls as the task
becomes more challenging in this case. However, at ISVR,
this type of simultaneous usage shows slightly higher per-
formance than when solely SCFV is used. In addition, this
simultaneous combination shows better results compared to
the high drop from DSVR to ISVR seen when only SCFV is
used. This indicates that the two features slightly complement
the robustness of each other. In summary, the two features
are described only at the frame level, indicating that the more
complicated the task becomes, the less distinctive the result
is, but a complementary relationship also exists. Accord-
ingly, this implies that if the ambiguity of NIP showing
relatively insufficient representation is improved, the overall
framework can be boosted by maximizing the complementar-
ity of the two features. Thus, we present the solution to this
in the aforementioned section IV.

B. BENCHMARKING WITH OTHER METHODS
1) BENCHMARKING WITH CDVA
The video retrieval performance of the existing CDVA frame-
work only is reported on the MPEG-CDVA dataset, which is
not publicly available. For comparison with other state-of-
the-art methods, we provide the benchmarking performance
of the CDVA framework using the released datasets used in
video retrieval in Table 4. Both the video-level and frame-
level feature-based retrieval methods are compared. First,
similar to the tendency seen in other frame-level feature-
based methods, the original CDVA framework is comparable
to video-level feature-based methods on CC_WEB_VIDEO
and outperforms them by about 0.1 to 0.2 on FIVR-5K.
However, when compared to other frame-level feature-based
methods, it performs relatively low on these two datasets.
This occurs due to the lagging discrimination capacity of NIP,
as mentioned previously in section VI-A. In addition, unlike
other methods that entail inter-frame operations, SCFV and
NIP for measuring the similarity of conventional CDVA per-
formwithin only a single frame, resulting in low performance
in ISVR on FIVR-5K.

2) PROPOSED DEEP FEATURE
We will discuss benchmarks with TNIP when it is employed
in CDVA instead of NIP, as presented in Table 4. First, when
compared to the existing CDVA framework using NIP, our
suggestion shows an enhancement on both datasets. In par-
ticular, the enhancement is noticeably on FIVR-5K, which
even includes instances with high difficulty such as ISVR.
Specifically, the average performance of all operating points
is improved by about 0.065, 0.081, and 0.072 for the DSVR,
CSVR, and ISVR tasks. Moreover, the proposed method
offers benefit in terms of quality on CC_WEB_VIDEO,
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TABLE 5. Ablation: Components constituting TNIP. This ablation study is
based on the clip-level feature obtained from R(2 + 1)D and the operating
point of the CDVA framework to 16KBps. Each ‘‘Spatial’’, ‘‘Each Region’’,
and ‘‘Temporal’’ refers to the following items: spatial transformation,
operation for each region in 3D region square-root pooling, and
temporal transformation.

where four evaluations exist, and it exhibits more of an
increase of roughly 0.015 when using the entire videos. This
implies that TNIP distinguishes different contents within this
dataset more robustly. Next, the proposed method reveals
competitive performance compared to other state-of-the-art
methods on both datasets. It performs similarly to others
by improving the performance of the CDVA framework on
CC_WEB_VIDEO, albeit at a slightly lower level. Further-
more, this outcomes provides evidence of the excellence of
TNIP on FIVR-5Kwhile displaying the same effect in DSVR
as ViSiLv, which demonstrates the highest performance.
From these results, the proposed TNIP, which strengthens
the temporal cues to ensure local context-invariant attributes,
performs well with excellent complementarity with SCFV in
video retrieval tasks.

C. ABLATION STUDY
1) COMPONENTS CONSTITUTING TNIP
As indicated in Table 5, we conduct an ablation study on
FIVR-5K to investigate the components of TNIP. ‘‘Spatial’’
indicates that spatial transformation is used to encode fea-
tures. ‘‘Each Region’’ refers to the 3D region square-root
pooling procedure for increased scale invariance, and
‘‘Temporal’’ refers to when temporal transformation is
involved in the clip. As shown in the first row of Table 5,
although only the ‘‘Spatial’’ component is selected as the
existing NIP, it shows adequate performance because the
temporal cues are used through the clip-level feature. Then,
as the ‘‘Each Region’’ component is added, as in the second
row, it shows improvements of 0.005 and 0.003 in DSVR and
CSVR, respectively. Because it focuses more on the visual
form visible in the area within the frame as it goes from
ISVR toDSVR, these improvements imply that our approach,
designed for better scale invariance, is effective in the two
tasks. On the other hand, a slight decline is displayed in
ISVR since it focuses only on the area within the frame until
the corresponding row. When all components including the
‘‘Temporal’’ are added, it demonstrates enhancements of
0.001, 0.004, and 0.012 in DSVR, CSVR, and ISVR as
shown in the third row. In particular, this outcome is most
noticeable in ISVR, which focuses on the semantic relation-
ships between consecutive frames. This indicates that our
approach, which attempts sequentially tangled transforma-
tions to connote a local context-invariant property in the

TABLE 6. Ablation: Generality according to the backbone. This ablation
study is based on the operating point of the CDVA framework to 16KBps.
NIP is used when TNIP is not selected.

feature, effectively reinforces the temporal cues. Conse-
quently, these results prove that TNIP is designed to work
more robustly with visual and semantic information.

2) TNIP ACCORDING TO THE BACKBONE NETWORK
As indicated in Table 6, we perform an ablation study of TNIP
according to the backbone network. R3D and R(2+ 1)D are
used as the backbone networks in this case.We comparewhen
only clip-level features are employed to utilize temporal cues
and when TNIP is employed to reinforce them. First, when
R3D is selected as the backbone network, it presents improve-
ments of 0.004, 0.008, and 0.013 due to TNIP. Even when
R(2 + 1)D is selected as the backbone network, it presents
a similar tendency with improvements of 0.006, 0.007, and
0.010. As a result, TNIP shows enhanced representation
strength with the other two backbones as well, and despite the
highest difficulty of ISVR, it exhibits a rather considerable
boost.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, our key contributions are as follows. First,
we analyze the modules of CDVA that influence video
retrieval (abbreviation for video-to-video retrieval, content-
based video retrieval that uses only visual sources) through
self-evaluations, for future expanded research on the stan-
dardized compact descriptors for video analysis (CDVA)
framework. Second, based on analyses of these self-
evaluations, temporal nested invariance pooling (TNIP),
which replaces nested invariance pooling (NIP) in the CDVA
framework, is proposed. TNIP connotes robustness to visual
semantic information by exploring the temporal cues. Finally,
we also provide benchmarks of the CDVA framework, which
has never been done for a public video retrieval dataset. All
of our experiments demonstrate that TNIP can significantly
boost video retrieval performance outcomes. For future work,
we plan to investigate a video-level feature-based method
that can benefit from both trade-off relationships between
the efficient computational complexity and robust retrieval
capability.
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